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Abstract

The fact that the information can be collected not only by the government and power companies but also individual users adds seriousness to the problem. In this paper examined this issue by focusing on the load management system based on BEMS that uses the privacy policy-based protection system in the smart grid environment. The structure of the privacy policy-based protection system using load management system in the smart grid environment is the structure that serves data in the load management system to the web through the application service network. For this, the privacy policy-based protection system suggested and developed the smart grid privacy policy-based protection system which controls service access by protecting items related to the personal information of the user and setting the privacy protection level for each item.
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1. Introduction

Smart Grid is the next-generation intelligent power network which optimizes energy efficiency through the mutual real time exchange of information between power supplier and consumer through the integration of existing power network and the information technology (IT). However, the smart grid environment can have problems involved with personal privacy invasion. For instance, if the network has the information about the devices that individuals have, the personal information is not saved to such devices but it can still cause a variety of cases of privacy invasion such as the information about whether the consumer is inside or outside his/her house based on the data about power consumption by year, month, date, and time zone that became available through the information of devices. The fact that the information can be collected not only by the government and power companies but also individual users adds seriousness to the problem. This paper examined this issue by focusing on the load management system based on BEMS (Building Energy Management System) that uses the privacy policy-based protection system in the smart grid environment. The structure of the privacy policy-based protection system using load management system in the smart grid environment is the structure that serves data in the load management system to the web through the application service network. For this, the privacy policy-based protection system suggested and developed the smart grid privacy policy-based protection system which controls service access by protecting items related to the personal information of the user and setting the privacy protection level for each item. Also, it analyzes the outcomes of smart grid privacy policy-based protection system. By applying smart grid privacy policy-based protection system, the user can show his/her information to the users requesting for such information through the mobile device or PC based on the privacy level he/she personally set and the information related with the device or to the users he/she designate and also receive
the information he/she wants when he/she wants the information. By using this system, the company providing application services will be able to protect the personal information and become a reliable company and provide the service the user wants based on the information collected, expecting greater sales. Chapter 2 examines the need for personal information and the personal information protection in the smart grid and Chapter 3 provides the overview of the load management system and explains its structure, function, and database generation process. Chapter 4 examines the structure, function, and the creation mechanism of privacy policy-based protection system and explains the smart grid privacy policy-based protection system in connection with the contents discussed in Chapter 3 and the privacy policy-based protection system, and Chapter 5 provides the conclusion.

2. Design of Policy-based Privacy Protection System

2.1. Overview of Policy-based Protection

The privacy policy-based protection system is a service where the user who owns the information provides the mechanism for protecting his/her privacy. It is composed of the privacy policy-based protection system which manages the user's privacy protection policy, the system which determines the privacy policy of the user and sends this to the privacy policy-based protection system, and the system which provides information based on user's privacy protection policy.

2.2. Privacy Policy-based Protection Structure

When the user requests for the information he/she wants through the web using PC and mobile device, the service gate requests the directory server for the location of the information the user requests form. The directory server sends the URL address of the information application server which has the information to the user's PC or mobile device through the service gateway. When the user accesses the URL address, the information application server checks the privacy level authority of the user with the privacy server and shows the information available to the user based on the user's access level.

![Figure 1. Privacy Policy-based Protection Block Diagram](image)

2.3. Privacy Policy-based Basic Protection Function

The privacy policy based protection system managed by integration server provides different services through the administrator and the user. The administrator can register and
modify initial privacy, and the general user can register and modify user privacy and also register and modify access group.

2.4. Details of Privacy Policy-Based Protection System Functions

2.4.1. Administrator

User Registration: Information application server administrator can choose to register the privacy server or not when registering information application server to the directory server and register a user as the privacy server user by entering the IP and port of the corresponding privacy server. When registering a general user to the information application server the information of the general user is registered to the privacy server to which the information application server administrator is registered as a user. The user can use the privacy function by logging on to the web manager provided by the integration server with the ID and password he/she used to register to information application server.

Initial Registration and Modification of Privacy: Information application server administrator can set the privacy level for the item about the page to authorize through the information application server by logging on to the web manager provided by the integration server to which the privacy server is registered as user, or modify previously set level. This is called initial privacy setting.

The following is the example for the configuration of the initial privacy for a service. In Figure 3, the items for a page provided by the information application server are as follows, and when a third party user accesses the connection information of the owner, the privacy policy-based protection system must provide only the information elements that take value equal to or less than (maximum privacy level – initial privacy level). In Figure 13, the basic privacy level is 5 and the third party can only access level 4 (9 - 5 = 4) or lower level item information.
2.4.2. User

User Registration: When a general user is registered to the information application server, the information of the general user is also registered to the privacy server to which the information application server administrator is registered as the user. The user can use privacy policy oriented fundamental protection function by logging on to the web manager provided by the integration server with the ID and password he/she used to register to information application server.

Registration and Modification of User Privacy: The general user registered as a user to the privacy server can log onto the web manager provided by the integration server to inquire about the registered information application list and also reset the privacy level for the items registered to the corresponding information application server. This is called user privacy setting, which is similar to the initial privacy described above.

2.4.3. Registration and Modification of Access Group

A general user registered as a user to the privacy server can log onto the web manager provided by the integration server and configure the access group for the information. The user can enter the mobile number for which he/she would set the privacy level to an access group and set initial privacy level as the access group when the third mobile number that he/she did not enter requests for information. The information request from mobile user carries out information access control similarly to administrator privacy interpretation. In other words, when the user in Access Group 4 requests for information, he/she can only access privacy level 5 (9 - 4 = 5) or lower level items.

2.4.4. Information Inquiry based on Privacy Level

When the user connects to integration server by reading the code with a mobile device or PC, the integration server finds and links the user to the information application server to which the code is registered, and the user connects to the corresponding information application server. If the information provided by the information application server is...
presented in the page to which the privacy level is applied, the server checks whether the number of the mobile device which requested for the access to privacy server is registered to the access group and allows only the number included in the access group. If the mobile number is not registered, the access is give according to the privacy level personally configured by the owner, and when the privacy level is not registered, the information access is controlled based on the initial privacy level registered by the administrator.

![Figure 5. Information Reference Function According to the Privacy Level](image)

3. Development of Privacy Protection System

In this paper, creation mechanism for initial privacy, user privacy, and access group based on privacy policy-based protection are as follows.

3.1. Initial Privacy Creation Mechanism

Initial privacy is created based on the initial privacy policy which defines the privacy policy, the item that exists in each service, by combining initial privacy policy and the administrator's information application schema. The example that uses this mechanism is presented in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Initial Privacy Generation Mechanism](image)
The item lists the type of information handled by each service group and the initial privacy policy provides basic privacy level recommended by the certificate authorities depending on information type, and this value is represented by the combination of the letter "P" and the number. Higher number indicates that the privacy must be protected more intensively. The information application schema is the list of the types of information that the administrator handles among the information handled by the item, and the administrator must map the information he/she handles with the information listed in the item. The type of information handled in this example is labeled with lower case English letter, and is mapped one-to-one with the information in the item to form the information application schema. A unique initial privacy can be created by using information application schema and initial privacy policy.

3.2. User Privacy Creation Mechanism

Like initial privacy, user privacy is created based on the initial privacy policy. First, the list of information handled enumerated by initial privacy policy and the default privacy level for information is suggested to the user. The user can check the default value and change each value if necessary or keep the default value. User privacy policy is the list that reflects user's intention determined as above. The user privacy is created by mapping this user privacy policy and the information application schema of each user.

![Figure 7. User Privacy Generation Mechanism](image)

The example in Figure 7 shows a process where a user creates his/her privacy policy for the information belonging to a service group. The privacy policy-based protection system allows the user to make decisions by services handling similar information while automatically creating and distributing the user privacy of the user to be given to this information whenever there is user input.

In the example, the user changed the privacy policy for A and E concerning the service group and the user privacy policy of the user is created by reflecting this value. Also, the user privacy relating to the mapping with the user privacy policy and information application server schema is created and transmitted since the information application schema is different.

3.3. Access Group Creation Mechanism

The purpose of the access group is to allow the owner of information to authorize the person he/she selects to access his/her information by designating the mobile phone number of the person to authorize to the designated access authority level. Currently, the privacy policy-based protection system allows the user to set access authority level from 0 ~ 9, and larger number indicates higher access authority for information. When the privacy policy-based protection system receives user input, it creates a security token based on the input, and
currently SHA1 is used as the algorithm for creating a security token. The access group is divided into the user access group which provides the security token created based on user input, the initial access group which provides the token to be used as the default value for each access group when there is no user defined value, and the privacy level which designates the level of the information to be given as default value to those who are not designated by the user.

1 access group of 1 user is given to each service group, and it is newly created and sent to the companies included in each service each time the user defined value changes. For the request for the access to user information, each company controls the access through the mechanism of comparing the security token provided with the request and the security token presented to the access group.

4. Result of Implementation

4.1. Privacy Policy-Based Protection System Implemented

1 Request the test page for his/her own (Ye-seul Han) information through PC web
2 Request directory server for URL information through the service gateway
3 Access URL address of the information application server at the service gateway through the directory server
4 Connect to information application server and check the information the user wants
5 Provide the information appropriate for the privacy level
6 A third party requests for the information of Ye-seul Han through the test page using PC web
7 Same as 2~5.

4.2. Operating Process of Privacy Policy-Based Protection System

Describe the detailed operating process of the smart grid policy-based privacy protection system realized in this study.

1) Requesting for Information using PC or Mobile Device

The user (Ye-seul Han) checks his/her information displayed on the test page and requests for information. Select server and port and check the device code and then display users who wish to access and check the information up to device verification code.

2) Connect to URL through Service Gateway

Requests for URL through user information and connects to the requested URL. The connected URL appears as in Figure 19, and when the user is connected to the available service, a window to check his/her information will appear.

3) Provide the information appropriate for the privacy level (the user himself/herself)

The user's information will appear, and the screen will display the list containing user name, social security number, telephone number, symptom of trouble, diagnosis of trouble, and repair of trouble, details of trouble, and recent wattage through which the user's information can be checked.

4) Provide the information appropriate for the privacy level (others)

The user's information will appear, and the screen will display the list containing user name, social security number, telephone number, symptom of trouble, diagnosis of trouble, and repair of trouble, details of trouble, and recent wattage through. However, if the user is
not Ye-seul Han, the access to information will be blocked with the message, "Privacy is protected."

Figure 8. Result of Protected Privacy Information

4.3. Delay Time and Threshold Value Against Frequency of Requests for Secure Sessions

We measured the increase in delay time caused by an increase in the rate of requests for creating security sessions covering the terminal to the network Information Server and the threshold value that allows for session completion. Encryption/decryption of security keys and delays in session creation owing to network transmission and performance of the mobile phone platform were also analyzed for comparison. Various session connections were attempted in a mobile device with network information such as Information Server, and an environment identical to one wherein a link sessions is created using multiple such mobile terminals.

The measured average delay is shown in [Figure 9]. The time taken in creating sessions increase with the request rate, reaching 1000–1500 ms at 40 sessions, 1800 ms at 50, but session errors at 60 sessions. Looking at the status of processing based on the number of requested sessions per second as measured on the server in Figure 10, the processing of up to 50 sessions is entirely possible; but at 60, the processing rate begins to decline. Therefore, the number of security sessions that can be simultaneously processed in the implemented system and on the network IS was estimated to be approximately 60.

In the case of general service session, if the number of sessions requested per second increases up to 120, the time increases up to about 2000–2500 ms, with session delay times dramatically increasing at 120 sessions; session errors occur with 140 requests. Thus, up to 130 simultaneously requested sessions can be processed, but the session processing rate radically declines at 140. Therefore, the number of service sessions that can be simultaneously processed in the test terminal and on the server is estimated to be 140.

A comparison of the results shows that the existence of support for access control and data security increases session delays. Nonetheless, the overhead because of the security function is estimated to be about twofold to conventional overhead. This is believed to be attributable to the problems arising from resource allocation when processing secure service session requests by the handset. By comparison, in the case of the nonsecure service, session processing capability is expected to be high since information processing is carried out on a simple information data.
5. Conclusion

The invasion of privacy in the smart grid involves high risk of disclosing personal information from the level of collecting trivial information up to the level of the individual behavioral pattern based on the information collected. For this, the invasion of privacy is becoming the center of interest and a number of studies have been made to resolve this issue. Smart grid minimizes the environmental contamination factors through more efficient use of power and green energy and is the major power network to be used in near future. However, its growth may slow down or it may disappear even before it is fully developed and applied in the midst of anxiety that people may develop if the problem of privacy invasion in the smart grid persists. Under the circumstances, this study developed the privacy policy-based protection system to resolve the issue of privacy invasion.

The privacy policy-based protection system is designed to allow the user to directly set the privacy level of each item and designate the access level for the third party to block the access of undesignedated user and protect important information.
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